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Abs t r a c t 
The most widely used method of thermal oil recovery is by injecting 
s team into the reservoir. A wel l -designed s team injection project is very 
efficient in recovering o i l ; however its appl icabi l i ty is l imited in many 
situat ions. Simulat ion studies and field exper ience has shown that for low 
injectivity reservoirs, smal l th ickness of the oi l -bear ing zone, reservoir 
heterogeneity and other reasons limit the performance of s team inject ion. 
This paper discusses alternative methods of transferr ing heat to heavy oil 
reservoirs, based on electromagnet ic energy. We present a detai led 
analysis of low frequency electr ic resist ive (ohmic) heating and higher 
frequency electromagnet ic heating (radio and microwave f requency) . 
We show the applicabil i ty of e lectromagnet ic heating in two example 
reservoirs. The first reservoir model has thin sand zones separated by 
impermeable shale layers, and very v iscous oi l . We model preheating the 
reservoir with low frequency current using two horizontal e lectrodes, before 
injecting s team. The second reservoir model has very low permeabi l i ty and 
moderately v iscous oi l . In this case we use a high f requency microwave 
antenna located near the producing well as the heat source. Simulat ion 
results presented in this paper show that in some cases, e lectromagnet ic 
heating may be a good alternative to s team injection or maybe used in 
combinat ion with s team to improve heavy oil product ion. We identify the 
parameters which are critical in e lectromagnet ic heat ing. We also discuss 
past field appl icat ions of e lectromagnet ic heating including technical 
chal lenges and l imitat ions. 
The thesis will discuss the ultra sound method in enhance oil 
recovery and its s imi lar point with the high f requency electromagnet ic 
heating method. 
з 
At last we shall point out which method of them is the most 
productive and economical ly beneficial in appl icat ion. Our invent ion will be 
to use this method in t ransportat ion of oil through pipel ines. 
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Refera t 
"Agir neft yataqlan iicun elektromaqnetik qizdinlma 
metodlan" 
Termik Usui Ma neft hasi latmin эп genis istifada olunan metod lanndan 
biri buxann laya vuru lmasi metodudur. Di izgun planlasdin lmis buxann laya 
vurulmasi layihasi neft hasi lat inda haqiqatan effektiv ola bilar. Bunula bela 
bir cox hallarda bu metodun tatbiqi mumkunsuz olur. Model Мэ arasdi rma 
va hasilat tacrubasi gbstarib k i , ya taq lann asagi kegirici l iyi, neftli qatm 
qalinl igmin kigik o lmas i , yatagm gesidlil iyi va digar sabablar bu metod Мэ 
neft hasi latmin effektivl iyini mahdudlasdinr . Bu dissertasiya isindo 
elektromaqnet ik enerj inin alternativ metod lanndan istifado etmekle agir 
neftli yataqlann qizdinlmasmdan danis i lacaq. Beleki biz kigik tezl ikl i elektr ik 
muqavimetl i is i tms ve yuksek tezlikl i radio ve mikro dalgali elektro maqnit 
q izdin lma metodlannin genis izahmi teqdim edacayik. Biz iki model yataqda 
bu metodlarm totbiqini gostoracoyik. Birinci yatagm model i kecirici l iyi 
o lmayan gil lay lan ile ayn lmis ug qum laymdan va ozlu (qati) neftdan 
ibaratdir. Bu model iki e lektroddan istifada etmakla asagi tezl ikl i carayan ila 
isidilacak. ik inci model isa asagi kegiricili va orta ozlu neftdan ibarat 
yataqdir. Bu modelda istilik manbayi kimi hasilat quyusunun yaxinhginda 
yerlasdiri lmi§ yuksak tezl iya mal ik mikrodalgal i antenadan istifada edilacak. 
Bu dissertasiya isinda taqdim edl imis naticalar gbstarir k i , e lekt romaqnet ik 
qizdirma metodu laya buxar vuru lmasin i avaz edan alternat iv va ya neft 
hasilatmi art i rmaq ugun onunla birga istifada edila bilan effektiv metod ola 
bilar . Burada biz e lektromaqnet ik istilik ucun vacib parametr lar i 
muayyanla§diracayik. Hamginin e lektromaqnet ik isi tmanin real yataqlarda 
tatbiqlari va tatbiqi zamani ortaya gixan problemlari vurgu lanacaq. 
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Tezisda ultra sas dalgalanndan istifada etmakla neft hasi latmin 
art i r i lmasinadan va onun yuksak tezlikl i i e lektromagni t q izd i rma Cisulu ila 
oxsar cahati gostari lacak. 
Sonda bu metodlardan hansmin daha effektiv, mahsuldar va iqtisadi 
cahatdan alverisli oldugu vurgu lanacaq. Tez isda olan yeni l ik isa segilmis bu 
metodun neftin boru kamarlar inda naqli zamani q izd in lmasi ucun tatbiqi 
o lacaq. 
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Cahpter I 
In t roduc t i on 
While s team injection may be an effective method for improving 
heavy oil product ion, there are certain si tuat ions where it may not work 
very wel l . These could be for: 
1. Very deep format ions, where heat losses in the wel lbore are signif icant 
and the quality of s tem reaching the format ion is very low. 
2. Thin pay-zones, where heat losses to adjacent (non oi l -bearing) 
formations may be signif icant. 
3. Low permeabi l i ty format ions, where the injected fluid may have difficulty 
penetrating deep into the reservoir. 
4. Reservoir heterogeneity, where high permeabi l i ty st reaks or fractures 
may cause early injected fluid breakthrough and reduce sweep. 
5. Si tuat ions where generat ing and injecting s team may be 
environmental ly unacceptable (example : through permafrost) or 
commercia l ly uneconomical (in space l imited offshore plat forms). 
In this paper we discuss al ternat ive methods for heating heavy oil 
reservoirs and for compar isons with ul trasound method, which may be 
economical ly viable al ternat ives to s team in certain si tuat ions. 
The reason we present ul trasound method is that this method has 
got partly s imi lar the same way of inf luence as high f requency heating 
method that is osci l lat ing. We describe two electromagnet ic heating 
methods low frequency electric resist ive (ohmic) heating and high 
frequency microwave heat ing. We demonstrate the applicabi l i ty of 
e lectromagnet ic heating with two example reservoirs one which has a thin 
sand zones separated by impermeable shale layers and another which has 
moderately v iscous oil and low permeabi l i ty. 
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For tar -sands or ext remely high viscosity reservoirs, where the 
temperature effect on viscosity is signif icant, e lectromagnet ic heating could 
be used as a pre-heat ing tool to create preferential pathways for s team 
injection. This would min imize the heat losses during s team inject ion, and 
improve steam injection performance. 
Past studies have shown some promise in the process, however there 
are few field appl icat ions of e lectromagnet ic heating or comprehens ive 
modell ing efforts. Compared to other thermal IOR methods, 
electromagnet ic heating still remains a peripheral technology, even though 
it the potential was recognized more than three decades ago. 
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Chapter II 
E l e c t r omagne t i c Me thods fo r Heat ing Oi l 
Rese rvo i r s 
The principle of these methods is based on electr ical st imulat ion of 
the oi l -bearing strata in such a manner that the oil f low is increased. Heat 
is supplied to the reservoir to maintain and , at the same t ime, increase the 
pressure in the oil field when its natural pressure has been reduced. The 
heat is suppl ied both as frictional heat, f rom the v ibrat ions, and also as 
alternating current into the wel ls. The electrical t ransmiss ion capabi l i t ies 
always present in an oil field allow the alternating current to flow between 
wells to make the reservoir function in a manner s imi lar to an electrode 
furnace because of resistance heat ing. 
The heating causes a partial evaporat ion of the water and the l ightest 
fractions of the hydrocarbons and remaining gases in the oi l . Fur thermore, 
the alternating current causes the ions in the fluids to oscil late and thereby 
creates capil lary waves on the fluid interfaces and thus reduces the surface 
tensions. 
Electrical heating of a format ion can occur in a number of ways , 
depending on the f requency of the electrical current. In the high f requency 
range (radio f requency and microwave) , dielectric heating prevai ls, and the 
dipoles formed by the molecules tend to align themselves with the electr ic 
f ield. The alternation of this field induces a rotational movement on the 
dipoles, with a velocity proport ional to the f requency of a l ternat ion. The 
molecular movement may result in signif icant heat ing, as is seen in 
microwave ovens. If low frequency Alternat ing Current is used , it is the 
resistive or ohmic ( I 2 R) heat ing. This method is dominant. A third method 
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of electrical heating is inductive heat ing, where Alternat ing Current f lowing 
through a set of conductors induces a magnet ic field in the surrounding 
med ium. The variat ion of the magnet ic f ie ld, in turn, induces secondary 
currents, whose circulat ion in the med ium generates heat. 
In this paper we discuss and model low frequency electr ic resist ive 
heating and high f requency microwave heat ing. Ultrasound method is 
discussed as well in order to have a better image about high f requency 
electromagnet ic method. 
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Chapter III 
3.1 Low F requency E lect r i ca l Res i s t i ve 
Hea t i ng 
Law frequency electrical heating or resistance heating is produced by 
passing an electric current through a resistance—obstacle which impedes 
current and causes it to give off heat. Resistance heating is the generat ion 
of heat by electric conductors carrying current. The degree of heating for a 
given current is proport ional to the electrical resistance of the conductor. If 
the resistance is h igh, a large amount of heat is genera ted, and the 
material is used as a resistor rather than as a conductor. Electrical resist ive 
heating involves the appl icat ion of electrical current through the 
subsurface, result ing in the generat ion of heat. Electrical resist ive heating 
uses the natural electrical resistance within the subsurface where energy is 
dissipated through ohmic, or resist ive, losses. This manner of in situ 
heating al lows energy to be focused into a specif ic source zone. When the 
subsurface temperature is increased to the boil ing point of the pore water 
or the saturated media in the t reatment zone , s team is generated. The 
necessary power input to the subsurface is inversely proport ional to the soil 
resistivity and directly proport ional to the square of the appl ied vol tage, 
based on the fol lowing equat ion der ived from Ohm's Law. 
Power = (Voltage) 2 /Res is tance (3.1) 
The resistance of a subsurface matr ix is largely determined by its 
water content, concentrat ion of d issolved salts or ionic content in the 
water, and ion exchange capacity of the soil itself. The organic carbon 
content of soi ls also affects resist ivi ty, but has a greater effect on the 
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required t reatment t ime as a result of the stronger part i t ioning of organic 
contaminants, such as chlorinated solvents, to the soi ls. In addi t ion, the 
resistivity is a function of temperature, and as the water reaches its boiling 
point, the resistivity decreases with increased ion mobil i ty. 
Soi l resistance can be measured in the field or est imated f rom 
character izat ion data for soi ls and groundwater . The total resistance of an 
electrical resistive heating sys tem is determined based on the resist ivity of 
the soil and the geometry of the electrode sys tem. For matr ices with a 
total resistance of 10 to a few hundred ohms, and appl ied vol tages range 
from 100 to 1,500 vol ts, required power inputs will be on the order of tens 
or hundreds of ki lowatts. 
An electrical resist ive heating sys tem consists of subsurface 
electrodes to direct current through the subsurface. In some cases , 
groundwater extract ion is also used to lower the water table within the 
treatment zone during initial stages of t reatment (prior to temperatures 
exceeding the boil ing point of subsurface water) or to provide hydraul ic 
control. To improve the uniformity of heating and reduce local current 
densit ies at the electrodes, most conf igurat ions employ mult iple phased 
arrays of electrodes with a central ground electrode. This method increases 
the avai lable current pathways as electrodes are phased so that current 
can flow from one electrode to any other electrode or to the neutral 
ground. Larger areas are remediate by install ing adjacent arrays so that 
the heated zones over lap. 
Electrodes can be instal led using several different dri l l ing or direct-
push techniques, including angled or horizontal methods. The installation 
method general ly depends on space constraints at the surface or on the 
geology. Because the current densi ty is highest at the e lectrodes, the 
applied voltage is dependent on the contact resistance. In vadose zone 
applications or once full s teaming condit ions are achieved in aquifer 
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appl icat ions, water is typical ly injected to maintain good electr ical contact 
and prevent excessive drying or vol tage breakdown at the electrodes. 
This injection may be augmented with low concentrat ions of salt 
added to the water and /o r the use of highly conduct ive packing (for 
example , carbon/graphi te or steel shot) around the electrodes. Addit ional 
equipment is required for water (or brine) injection at the electrodes. 
Surface equipment var ies depending on the specif ic method, si te, 
and scale. Typical ly, utility (60 Hertz) electr ical power is used with power 
conversion equipment to regulate vol tage or to convert the phase 
characterist ics of the power. Depending on soil propert ies, single arrays up 
to 100 feet in d iameter (typical arrays are 30 to 40 feet in d iameter) can 
be operated. Mult i -phase heating requires addit ional space for a 
t ransformer (typically mounted on a standard tractor t rai ler) , which can 
also be designed to include vol tage controls. 
As we ment ioned, electrical resist ive heating or ohmic heating may 
occur when low frequency alternating current f lows through the reservoir , 
and electrical energy is converted into heat. In the s implest conf igurat ion 
(Figure 1), two neighbouring producing oil wells may act as cathode and 
anode. 
Ur'i 4 и г. л г Р Г о Й1 и«; • Г 
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of Electric Resistive Heating 
The electrical st imulat ion of the well can be arranged in different 
ways depending on the actual well conf igurat ion. The energy is del ivered 
from a step-wise regulated t ransformer with a complete set of 
instrumentat ion to monitor the current, vol tage and energy del ivered over 
each phase. The power to the wel lheads is del ivered by cables normal ly 
buried 30 cm under the ground. The cables at the wel lhead are connected 
to the power-carry ing cable down the wel l , which can be: 
1. By insulated casings str ipped at the "pay" zone—the cables are directly 
connected to the casing at the wel lhead. 
2. By under- reaming of the exist ing casing above the "pay" zone—the 
current is del ivered either by a downhole cable to the casing at the pay 
zone or via the tubing when using insulated central isers. 
In any of these ar rangements , electr ical safety is maintained by 
normal protection of any current-carry ing parts. The wel lhead itself is 
protected by a fence. A typical ar rangement is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 3.2. Arrangements of Resistive Heating 
A potential difference is appl ied across the two electrodes and an 
electrical path through the format ion is provided by the format ion (in-situ) 
water. As such , to maintain the electrical circuit, the format ion 
temperatures should be kept below the boil ing point of water (at the 
formation pressure) . 
Conservat ion of electr ic charge requires that: 
VJ = Q (3.2) 
Where 3 = current densi ty 
Q = electr ic charge injected or extracted at a location per unit t ime 
V = gradient operator. 
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It is assumed that the t ime derivat ive of the volumetr ic charge 
density is negligible since the t ime dependent var iat ion of the driving 
electric field is slow enough for capacit ive effects to be neglected. 
Also, f rom Ohm's Law 
J = -a Ф (3.3) 
Where Ф = electr ic potential 
a = electrical conduct iv i ty 
Waxman-Smi t s equat ion (3.4) is used to capture the dependence of 
conductivi ty on temperature, saturat ion and l i thology. 
a(T,SJ = +SW + B(T)Qvb (3.4) 
Where p j 0 nic = water resisit ivity 
В = exchange cations equivalent conductance 
QVb = bulk cation exchange capacity 
= 265 [1 - ^ ] e q u i v / m 3 for sands 
= 504 [1 - ф] equ iv /m3 for shales 
From Equation (3.4) , it is evident that presence of water is a 
necessary criterion for low f requency ohmic heat ing, as with decreasing 
water saturat ions the conduct iv i ty decreases. 
As we know this paper is concerned with the recovery of petroleum 
fluids from an oil reservoir using electr ical energy. By its very nature this 
problem must deal with both the equat ions that descr ibe the fluid flow as 
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well as the heat flow equat ions. In genera l , the oil in the wellbore is very 
viscous with the consequence that the fluid moves slowly. 
As a result, the amount of oil col lected in a given t ime is quite 
smal l . To increase the production rate of the wel l , the oil 's velocity needs 
to be increased. One method of accompl ish ing this is by heating the fluid 
using an electromagnet ic induction tool (EMIT). The s imple principle behind 
the EMIT is that it heats the fluid thereby decreasing its v iscosi ty and 
increasing its velocity. This method of increasing the product ion rate 
of a given wellbore is current ly being uti l ized with the general izat ion 
that for wells of several hundred metres in length, several EMIT 
regions are placed in the wellbore at intervals of about one hundred 
metres. So that they are all suppl ied sufficient power, these EMIT regions 
are connected by a cable surrounded by a steel housing. 
Investigating analyt ical ly the relat ionship between the temperature of 
the EMIT and the production rate of the oi l . 
One approach to this problem is to write out the full sys tem of 
coupled partial differential equat ions that relate the temperature and the 
velocity flux and then to solve them numerical ly with an expensive 
computat ional fluid dynamics (CFD) program. Indeed, this method has 
been used in the past and it will be used to test the accuracy of our 
simplif ied model in the absence of exper imenta l data. The purpose is to 
carefully analyse each of the physical processes in this sys tem and by 
making some basic assumpt ions, to der ive a s imple set of equat ions that 
still captures the main features of the sys tem model led with the CFD code. 
It is organised in the fol lowing way. The first it will be descr ibed the 
overall geometry of the problem and establ ishes the coordinates used 
to describe the mode l . At this point the problem is broken into 
three subprob lems: the flow of fluid in the reservoir , the f low of fluid in 
the wellbore and the generat ion of surface temperature f rom the heat 
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sources in any EMIT regions. Parts result in a second order ODE for the oil 
flux for a f ixed viscosi ty. The third part is found that the temperature of the 
fluid is inversely proportional to the veloci ty. Fluid that moves slowly past 
an EMIT region will absorb more heat than the same amount of fluid that 
moves quickly past an EMIT. As a result, s lowing the fluid velocity 
increases the temperature and therefore decreases the v iscosi ty. This 
viscosity is used in parts a. and b. thereby closing the sys tem of equat ions. 
It is described relat ionship between the axial changes in the fluid flux and 
the pressure in the wellbore is der ived. The detai ls of where a relat ionship 
for the velocity and the pressure f rom the Nav ier -Stokes equat ions is 
obtained by averaging over the radius of the wel lbore. Under the 
assumpt ions made, the pressure is found to be related to the radius 
of the wellbore by a form of Poiseuil le's law. 
Finally, last details the derivat ion of the temperature equat ions. This 
derivat ion is compl icated by the fact that there are four radial regions 
of the radial problem to consider ; EMIT, cas ing , reservoir and 
wellbore with the first three forming the boundary condit ions for the 
heat equation in the wellbore region. Fur thermore, there are three 
axial regions: EMIT region, cable region, and a region where there 
is neither EMIT nor cable. The results together i l lustrate the analyt ical 
solution of the result ing model in the s imple situation when no heat is 
applied to the oi l . 
We discuss numerical results of the simpli f ied model with respect to 
the results predicted by the CFD code. On compar ison, we find 
considerable qual i tat ive agreement between the two models which is 
quite remarkable considering their relative complexi t ies. 
Figure 3.3 depicts the overal l geometry of the prob lem. A 
horizontal cyl indrical well extends f rom z = 0 to z = L. Fluid f lows 
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radially into the well f rom the surrounding media and is drawn out with a 
pump which is located at z = L where a f ixed pressure of PP is mainta ined. 
drainage radius (Rj) 
Li La 
end cap oil Шпт » 
»<<• l i = 0 * E M I T 
i pump 
141.) = /V 
Figure 3.3. Overall geometry for the horizontal wellbore 
At z = 0, where the end cap is s i tuated, the motion of the flow is 
radially inward (no horizontal f low at this point). As one increases in z , the 
action of the pump comes into effect and imparts a horizontal component 
to the fluid flow. 
This figure shows only one EMIT region which extends f rom z = Ц to 
z = l_2 . It is in these EMIT regions that the oil is heated. Power is 
supplied to the EMITs through a cable housing result ing in three 
different regions. Start ing at the pump we have a cable housing region 
that extends to the first EMIT. If there are other EMIT regions then they 
must also be jo ined with cable housing and evenual ly , after the last EMIT 
region, the wellbore is open with no impediment to the horizontal f low. 
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Once the horizontal well is dr i l led, fluid seeps from the surrounding 
region into the wel lbore. Once inside the wel lbore, the fluid is drawn out 
with a pump that maintains a f ixed pressure at one end of the wel l . The 
rateat which the fluid seeps into the wel lbore is a function of the pressure 
differential and the viscosity of the f luid. 
Indeed, the flow rate (vo lume/ t ime) of the fluid into a 
segment of the wellbore of length A z is given by the express ion 
[3.5] 
aa щ Rd/Rc) 
(3.5) 
where к is the permeabi l i ty of the reservoir , P R is the reservoir pressure, P 
(z) is the pressure inside the wellbore at the axial posit ion z , u 0 is the 
viscosity at the ambient temperature T a , R a is the drainage radius and R c 
is the outer radius of the cas ing. 
Since we are assuming that we are at a steady state, we make the 
assumpt ion that the radially f lowing fluid remains unheated until it 
reaches the inner radius of the casing at which point it instantly becomes 
heated to the temperature of the fluid at that part icular z posi t ion. 
Consequent ly the viscosi ty in the expression will remain as u 0 even once 
the temperature of the wellbore is increased. 
Using equat ion one can find an expression for the average axial 
velocity of the f luid, v (z). Let R z denote the inner radius of the wel lbore 
which could be zero, the radius of the EMIT tool , R e , or the outer radius of 
the electrical housing, R n . Using this definit ion of Rz, let q(z) = n (R 2 -
R 2 ) v (z) which is the flux in the wel lbore. The advantage of using r\(z) 
rather than v (z) is that n(z) is a cont inuous function whereas the velocity 
v (z) is not. 
Figure 3.4 shows an inf initesimal annular sect ion of the 
wellbore of length A z . At z = Zo the axial f lux is n ( z n ) while the 
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radial f lux is given by the express ion. By the conservat ion of mass , these 
two components combine to give the axial f lux at z = z n + A z . 
Figure 3.4. An Infinitesimal of the wellborefor the EMIT 
In other words, 
Ф*) + :—7Г—П A : = ^ + A 1 
(3.6) 
Rearranging terms and letting Az ->0 gives the expression 
" Г 1 .r> r> • 7(°) = °-
The boundary condit ion n(0) = 0 just expresses our approximat ion that 
the axial fluid velocity is zero at the end of the wel lbore. Since P (z) < 
P R throughout the wel lbore, drj/dz > 0 which is consistent with having the 
fluid flux increase as it approaches the pump located at z = L. 
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A relat ionship between wellbore pressure and flow veloci ty is 
obtained f rom the Navier -Stokes equat ions for an incompressib le v iscous 
f luid, 
Again refer to f igure 4 where we consider an arbitrary yet constant cross 
sect ion. Assume a steady fluid flow inside the wel lbore that propagates in 
the к direct ion. Assuming that the flow is radial ly symmet r i c , we have v = 
v ( r )£ and the continuity equat ion is automat ical ly sat isf ied. 
For the purposes of this d iscuss ion, we assume that the wellbore has 
a steady state temperature distr ibution that is a funct ion of r and z alone. 
As wel l , to simpli fy the express ions, we will take the far field temperature 
to be zero. We also assume that thermal conduct ion in the z direction is 
negligible. The pr imary sources of heat are the EMIT regions and the 
casings around them and it is assumed that the heat production is uni form. 
Since the reservoir and casings are porous, heat is connected radially in 
them. In the wel lbore, oil f lows along the axis and therefore heat is 
convected axial ly in the wel lbore. 
Consider the cas ing. In this region, the total rate of heat flow is the 
sum of the flow due to heat conduct ion and the flow due to the movement 
of fluid in the radial direct ion. The result of this is that the heat f lux in the 
casing is given by 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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We have denoted the temperature as u(r; z ) , the radial speed of the 
fluid as v r , the conductivi ty of the casing as Л с and pCf for the fluid heat 
capacity. 
For any closed region the total heat energy produced must equal the total 
heat energy lost. Let Qc be the amount of heat energy produced in 
the casing per vo lume per unit t ime. 
When we apply heat to wel lbore, it is this fluid in the wellbore that is 
heated and not the fluid in the surrounding region. 
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3.2 Fea tu res of the S imu l a t i o n 
Mode l 
1. The simulat ion model is a Car tes ian, three-d imensional model with 24 x 
24 x 18 grid blocks of A x = Ay = 14.32 ft and Az is var iable, with f iner 
gridding near the horizontal wells (and electrodes). 
2. The middle sand is 30 feet thick, whereas the top and bottom sands are 
10 feet in th ickness. The three sands are separated by two impermeable 
shale layers of 5 feet th ickness. Its schemat ic is shown in Figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.5. Cross-Section Schematic of Reservoir Modeled 
for Low Frequency Electric Heating (Example 1). 
3. Heavy oil has been represented as a s ing le-component oil of 14.1° API 
and molecular weight of 400 . 
4. Heavy oil v iscosity at the initial temperature of 95°F is 9541 с p. 
Viscosi ty temperature relat ionship is given in Table 1. 
s a n d 
3 0 ft 
s h a l e 
s h a l e 
25 
T a b l e 1. Oil V i s c o s i t y - T e m p e r a t u r e fo r 
E x a m p l e 1. 
5. The sands in the reservoir model have k x 
=k y =2,500 md , kz/k x =0.5, ф =0.36, Initial 
reservoir temperature = 95°F, initial oil 
saturat ion = 0.5, initial water saturat ion =0.5. 
The shales have water saturat ion = 1.0. Initial 
reservoir pressure = 360 psia at the format ion 
top depth of 800 ft. The reservoir has a 10 
degree dip. 
6. Two horizontal electrodes are placed at 
X = l and X=24 , in the middle sand (Z=9) . It 
is assumed that the horizontal wells serve as 
the electrodes. The preheating runs were 
performed at 300V, 2-phase AC at 60Hz. 
7. Constant s team injection rate of 200 
Bbls /Day of CWE at S team Quality = 0.7 is 
maintained throughout the s imulat ion per iod. 
Coordinates of the injector are X = 1 3 , Y=16. 
8. Producers operate under a constant f lowing 
bottomhole pressure constraint of 14.7 psia. 
9. Injector is completed in layers 4 through 9 (bottom three layers) 
whereas the horizontal producers in Layer 9 ( X = l and X=24) are 
completed throughout. 
T e m p e r a t u r e 
( F ) 
Oil 
v i s cos i t y 
(c p) 
95 9541.0 
100 6543.0 
120 2230.1 
140 866.4 
160 410 .9 
180 213.4 
200 122.4 
210 90.0 
220 74.8 
240 47 .3 
280 23.0 
340 9.6 
380 7.0 
400 5.2 
500 3.0 
600 1.4 
800 1.0 
1000 0.5 
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1 0 . Relative permeabi l i ty curves are specif ied using power- law type 
relations with S w c = 0 . 4 5 , S O r g = 0 . 1 2 , S O r w = 0 . 2 3 , S g C = 0 . 0 , k r 0 c w = 0 . 8 , 
к т о г о = 0 . 1 2 , k r g r o = 0 . 4 5 , N w = N 0 g = N o w = N g = 2 . 
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3.3 Ana l y s i s of E lect r i c Res i s t i ve (Ohm i c ) 
Hea t ing S imu l a t i o n s 
It was s imulated low frequency electr ic resist ive heating for a period 
of 6 months. At the end of 6 months the temperature distr ibution in layer 9 
(containing the horizontal electrodes) is shown in Figure 3.6. 
100 F 400 F 
Тешреглгле Scsle 
Figure 3.6. Temperature at 6 months of preheating 
(in layer 9). 
Ohmic Heating is a near wel l -bore effect, with temperatures reaching 
400°F near the two electrodes. At a distance of 60 feet f rom the wel l , the 
temperature after 6 month of pre-heat ing is about 170°F (or 75°F over the 
initial reservoir temperature of 95°F, see Figure 3.7). 
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Temperature distribution for resistive heating 
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Figure 3.7. Temperature at 6 months of resistive 
heating 
After 6 months of preheat ing, s team is injected f rom the central 
injector, located at X=13 , Y=16. The temperature distr ibut ion after 2 
months and 1 year of s team injection fol lowing electr ic pre-heat ing is 
shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9 respect ively. 
Figure 3.8. Temperature after 2 months of Steam 
Injection after 6 months of pre-heating (in layer 9) 
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100 F 
Тешреглгаге Scale 
400 F 
Figure 3.9. Temperature after 1 year of Steam 
Injection after 6 months of preheating 
(in layer 9) 
It is evident f rom the s imulat ion results that electr ic pre-heat ing 
al lows for a more-uni form and widespread heating of the reservoir. This 
translates into accelerated production at the beginning and higher 
cumulat ive oil during the durat ion of the s imulat ion. The length of the 
electrodes, power requirements and t ime for preheat ing can be opt imized 
for specif ic projects. We do not present any opt imizat ions in this paper. 
An important considerat ion in Ohmic Heating s imulat ions is to 
appropriately handle the effect of water saturat ion on heat ing. As the 
temperature rises in the reservoir , and boiling occurs, the resist ivi ty 
increases (following Waxman and Smi ts model presented in Equation 3.4). 
This reduces the current and heating decreases (as it is proport ional to I 2). 
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Keeping the temperature below the boil ing point of water at reservoir 
pressure helps distr ibution of electric heat in the broader. 
The presence of sha les, having Sw=1 .0 , also has a signif icant effect 
on heat ing. Figure 3.10 shows the temperature distr ibution across the X - Z 
cross-sect ion of the simulat ion model when shale is present. In compar ison 
to Figure 3.11 (when shale is absent) , the heated zone in Figure 3 .10, is 
stretched out or e longated. 
Figure 3.10. X-Z cross-section of Example 1 showing 
temperature distribution after 12 months of electric 
heating. 
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Figure 3.11. X-Z cross-section of Example 1 (without 
the shales) showing temperature distribution after 12 
months of electric heating. 
This happens because the higher conduct ing shale conducts current 
further into the reservoir, increasing the heated region. The location of the 
electrodes with reference to the water-bear ing shale can be opt imized for 
best over-al l heat ing. 
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Chapter IV 
4.1 High F requency E l e c t r omagne t i c 
Hea t ing 
High frequency generates heat by dielectr ic hysteresis (loss) within 
the body of a nominal ly non-conduct ing mater ia l . The heating of a 
nominal ly electrical insulating material is due to its own electr ical 
(dielectric) losses, when the material is placed in a vary ing electrostat ic 
f ield. The resultant heat is generated within the mater ia l , and in 
homogeneous mater ials is uniform throughout. High f requency 
electromagnet heating is a rapid method of heating and is not l imited by 
the relatively slow rate of heat diffusion present in convent ional heating by 
external surface contact orby radiant heat ing. 
Its principal mechan ism is dipole rotation by which non-conduct ive 
material can be warned in an e lectromagnet f ield. Dipole rotation -
molecular rotation occurs in mater ials containing polar molecules having an 
electrical dipole moment , which will align themselves in the field by 
rotating in p lace; as the field al ternates the molecules reverse di rect ion, 
and the successive rotations causes heat through friction at the molecular 
level. Dipole rotation is the mechan ism normal ly referred to as dielectr ic 
heat ing. 
From Maxwel l 's equat ions the fol lowing simpli f ied expression for 
average power dissipated in a vo lume V can be der ived: 
Pave = CO£0£"E2V Watts (4.1) 
or 
p = a E 2 watts per cubic meter 
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Where 
conductivi ty 
and 
a = Ш£ 0 £" (4.2) 
со = radian frequency 
£ 0 = free space dielectric constant 
£" = loss factor (proport ional to the electromagnet ic energy absorbed by 
the porous media) 
E = rms electric field intensity in volts per meter. 
As electromagnet ic energy is absorbed by the porous med ia , the 
increase in temperature can be calculated f rom the fol lowing s imple 
equat ion: 
oE 2 d t = pepdT (4.3) 
where 
p = mass densi ty in k g / m 3 
C p = specif ic heat at constant pressure 
^=^1 (4.4) 
dt pcp 
For an imposed electric field E, the rate of temperature increase 
depends on —— . 
The dielectric constant var ies with f requency and temperature , and 
can be measured in the laboratory. 
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Dielectric heating is the phenomenon in which radio-wave or 
microwave electromagnet ic radiation heats a dielectr ic mater ia l , especial ly 
as caused by dipole rotat ion. 
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4.2 M i c r owave Heat ing 
The penetrat ion depth of microwaves is usual ly sma l l , but for 
relatively mobile reservoir f luids the microwave energy cont inuously heats 
fluids as they are drawn towards the producing wel l . The microwave 
antenna can be placed in a dril led hole close to the producing wel l . A 
schemat ic of the microwave heating process is shown in Figure 4 . 1 . 
The microwave energy distr ibut ion may be obtained from an 
analyt ical solution to the antenna equat ion. The solut ion presented here 
represents the solut ion for a single point source, and the complete antenna 
consists of a l inear array of these point sources. The energy absorbed by 
the grid block i (per unit vo lume per unit of t ime) due to the k'th point к 
source, P* is calculated according to the coordinates of the i grid block and 
its relation to the source. 
Figure 4.1. Schematic of Microwave Heating 
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For a block i containing a point source, 
к 2 к 2P0 оГ — 1 —2 r 1 ,-2o>- I P = — - r +— + —s~v? N 
V (2a") a 2a J j 
(4.5) 
where 
a = attenuation of block i 
r = equivalent radius for block i (radius of a sphere having the same 
volume as block i) 
pk 
= energy absorbed by block I due to the к th point source (which is 
block i) 
PQk = antenna power for k ' t h point source in the l inear array 
V = vo lume of block i 
A 3-D, 3 Phase (oi l , water and gas) finite difference s imulator TERASIM 
was used to study the process of microwave heat ing. A 1 7 * 1 7 * 3 4 grid 
block model was created to s imulate a 2.5 acre region, which is about 900 
feet in th ickness. The reservoir permeabi l i ty and initial oil saturat ion 
through a cross sect ion in the middle are shown in Figure 4 .2 . 
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Permeability 0 md O i l Saturation 0 
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Figure 4.2. Permeability and Oil Saturation 
for Example 2. 
We set the microwave antenna (frequency = 0.915 GHz) in the 
lower part of the format ion (Figure 4.3) at a distance of about 30 feet f rom 
the producing wel l . Heating the lower layers of the format ion has a 
distinctive advantage because of a combinat ion of factors; higher 
pressures, the reservoir model has better initial oil saturat ion in the lower 
layers (as seen in Figure 4.2) and that gravi ty drainage aids in 
improving recovery. 
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Time = l Y e a r T ime 5 Years T ime = 10 Years 
Figure 4.3. Temperature distribution for case 6: 60 kW 
microwave source in Layer 30 and another 60 kW 
microwave source in Layer 25. 
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4.3 Fea tu res of S imu l a t i o n 
Mode l 
1. The simulat ion model is a Car tes ian, three-d imensional model with 17 x 
17 x 34 grid blocks of Ax= 19.41 ft, Ay=22 .85 ft. The producer is fractured 
and fracture half-width = 400 ft. A z is var iable, and the layers containing 
the microwave source have Az = 30 ft. 
2. Oil v iscosity at the initial temperature of 95°F is 33.11 с p. Viscosi ty 
Temperature Relat ionship is shown in Table 2. 
T e m p e r a t u r e 
(F) 
Oi l V i s c o s i t y 
(c p) 
95 33.11 
111 15.86 
150 6.031 
200 2.057 
250 1.002 
300 0.607 
350 0.427 
400 0.330 
450 0.270 
500 0.235 
550 0.209 
600 0.193 
Table 2. Oil Viscosity-
Temperature for Example 2. 
3. The model represents a heterogeneous layered reservoir with very low 
permeabil i ty. Figure 4.1 shows a cross-sect ion of the permeabi l i ty field 
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through the centre of the model . ф = 0 .47. Initial oil saturat ion is given in 
Figure 4 .4 . 
Cumulative Oil P r o d u c t i o n 
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Figure 4.4. Cumulative Oil Production from Horizontal 
Wells with and without Preheating 
4. Initial reservoir pressure for s imulat ion = 194 psia at the format ion top 
depth of 806 ft. In the lower layers where the microwave antenna is 
located, the initial pressure is around 1300 psia. 
5. The microwave antenna is assumed to be 30 ft in length and placed at a 
distance of 30 ft f rom the producing wel l . 
6. The frequency of the microwave source is 0.915 GHz . 
The power and number of sources was var ied the results presented in this 
paper are for: 
a) Case : 1 30 kW source in Layer 30 
b) Case : 2 45 kW source in Layer 30 
c) Case : 3 60 kW source in Layer 30 
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d) Case : 6 60 kW source in Layer 30 and a second 60 kW source in Layer 
25. 
7. Producer operates under a constant f lowing bottomhole pressure 
constraint of 90 psia. 
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4.4 Ana l y s i s of M i c r owave Hea t ing 
S imu l a t i o n s 
Simulat ions conducted using the TERASIM microwave s imulator show 
that temperature at a distance of 60 feet f rom the microwave source 
increases to around 400°F (or 305°F over the initial reservoir temperature 
of 95° F). Temperature maps are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4 .5 , whereas 
Figure 4.6 plots the radial distr ibution of temperature f rom a 60 kW 
microwave source. 
100F 5 OOF 
111' li [• l i t . : : ! 
T ime = 1 Year T ime 5 Years T ime =10 Years 
Figure 4.5. Temperature distribution for case 6 
(Layer 30.). 
Figure 4.7 compares the cumulat ive oil product ion for microwave 
heating scenarios with pr imary product ion. When two 60 kW sources are 
placed (Case 6) in Layers 25 and 30 respect ively, there is an 8 0 % 
improvement in cumulat ive oil recovered over pr imary production in 10 
years. The power requirements after 10 years of heating were est imated to 
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be around 200-250 kW-hr / Incrementa l ВЫ of Oil produced for the var ious 
cases d iscussed. 
Temperature distribution for Microwave Heating 
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Figure 4.6. Temperature distribution around Microwave 
Source (case 6) 
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Figure 4.7. Cumulative Oil Production for Various 
Scenarios for Example 2. 
A Base Case with primary production is also provided 
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Chapter V 
U l t r a sound Me thod 
A well known problem associated with oil and gas production is the 
general reduction over t ime in the amount that can be extracted from a 
f ield. Typical ly, the natural pressure in a subterranean oil field is sufficient 
to result in no more than about ten percent of the oil contained in the 
format ion. The residual amount is difficult to produce because of its very 
low mobil i ty. Accordingly, recovery of these residual amounts is of great 
concern to the oil and gas industry. 
Elastic waves have been observed to increase productivi ty of oil 
wel ls, al though the reason for the vibratory mobi l izat ion of the residual 
organic fluids has not remained unclear. Residual oil is entrapped as 
ganglia in pore constr ict ions because of resist ing capi l lary forces. An 
external pressure gradient exceeding an "unp lugg ing " threshold is 
needed to carry the gangl ia through. The vibrat ions help overcome this 
resistance by adding an osci l latory inertia! forcing to the external 
gradient; when the vibratory forcing acts along the gradient and the 
threshold is exceeded, instant " unp lugg ing " occurs. The mobi l izat ion effect 
is proportional to the ampl i tude and inversely proport ional to the 
frequency of v ibrat ions. We observe this dependence in a laboratory 
exper iment, in which residual saturat ion is created in a glass 
micromodel , and mobi l izat ion of the dyed organic gangl ia is monitored 
using digital photography. We also directly demonstrate the release of an 
entrapped gangl ion by vibrat ions in a computat ional f lu id-dynamics 
s imulat ion. 
To better understand the reason why the elastic waves can mobi l ize 
residual organic f luids, one should recall why these fluids are t rapped. The 
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primary reason for the entrapment is capi l lary forces, which arise f rom 
differences in the d iameters of pore channels through which the organic 
fluids are dr iven by external pressure gradients. It has been suggested 
therefore that the mechan ism of v ibratory mobi l izat ion of the gangl ia 
entrapped in pore constr ict ions should be sought in the effects of 
vibrat ions on capi l lary forces. 
The oil and gas industry has painstakingly at tempted to develop 
efficient and effective methods for enhanced oil recovery (EOR). 
Historical ly, the prior art is replete with methodologies designed to 
augment oil and gas product ion, including water, s team and gas inject ion, 
chemical surfactants, hydraul ic and explosive fractur ing, and layer burning. 
Recent scientif ic observat ions of ear thquake act ivi ty, however, show a 
correlation between seismic waves generated by the ear thquake and 
nearby oil and gas product ion. 
Scientif ic exper imentat ion to dupl icate the effects of se ismic waves 
produced by an earthquake has been successful in st imulat ing the 
production of oil and gas f ields. There are promising new technologies 
being developed which produce elastic wave energy for well s t imulat ion. 
The effect of elastic wave energy has been proven to alter the permeabi l i ty 
of subterranean oil format ions, which has an excitat ion effect and can 
appreciably increase the mobil i ty of the oi l . 
An elastic wave energy approach to well st imulat ion avoids the well 
known disadvantages associated with the historically known methods, 
which were largely undesirable because they were cost ly, required shutt ing 
in product ion, and created harmful ecological consequences. 
New technologies being developed for elastic wave st imulat ion of oil 
are currently focused on ultrasonic wave generat ion and on v ibroseis- type 
wave generat ion. However, there is a need for an improved approach to 
generat ing elastic wave energy, preferably one that employs well known 
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drill ing methodologies to provide an inexpensive yet effective and reliable 
approach. Fur thermore, there is a need for an improved approach that is 
capable of st imulat ing more than one well at once in order to reduce the 
expense and complexi ty of the procedure. 
In the recovery of oil f rom oi l -bearing reservoirs, it is usual ly possible 
to recover only minor port ions of the original oil in place by the so-cal led 
primary recovery methods which util ize only the natural forces present in 
the reservoir. A var iety of supplemental recovery techniques have been 
employed in order to increase the recovery of oil f rom subterranean 
reservoirs. 
The principle is based on sonic st imulat ion of the oi l -bearing strata in 
such a manner that the oil flow is increased. 
This is done by introducing special v ibrat ions into the strata. These 
vibrations will be as identical to the natural f requency of the rock matr ix 
and the fluids as possible. 
The vibrat ions give rise to several effects in the fluids and remaining 
gases in the strata. They decrease the cohesive and adhesive bonding, as 
well as a substant ial part of the capi l lary forces, thereby al lowing the 
hydrocarbons to flow more easi ly in the format ion. 
The vibrat ions that propagate into the reservoir as elast ic waves will 
change the contact angle between the rock format ion and the f luids, 
thereby reducing the hydraul ic coefficient of fr ict ion. This al lows a freer 
flow towards the wells where the velocity increases and creates a greater 
pressure drop around the wel l . The elastic waves give rise to an oscil lat ing 
force in the st rata, which results in different accelerat ions because of the 
different densit ies in the f luids. The fluids will " rub" against each other 
because of the different accelerat ions to create frictional heat, which in 
turn reduces the surface tension on the f luids. 
The vibrat ions also release trapped gas that contr ibutes to a 
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substantial gas lift of the oi l . Fur thermore, the osci l lat ing force creates an 
oscil lating sound pressure that contr ibutes to the oil f low. 
The most widely used supplemental recovery technique is 
waterf looding which involves the injection of water into the reservoir. As 
the water moves through the reservoir , it acts to displace oil therein to a 
production sys tem composed of one or more wells through which the oil is 
recovered. 
It has long been recognized that factors such as the interfacial 
tension between the injected water and the reservoir o i l , the relative 
mobil i t ies of the reservoir oil and in jected-water, and the wettabil i ty 
characterist ics of the rock surfaces within the reservoir are factors which 
influence the amount of oil recovered by waterf looding. It has been 
proposed to add surfactants to the f loodwater in order to lower the 
oi l /water interfacial tension and/or alter the wettabi l i ty character ist ics of 
the reservoir rock. Processes which involve the injection of aqueous 
surfactant solut ions are commonly referred to as surfactant waterf looding 
or as low-tension waterf looding, the latter term having reference to the 
mechanism involving the reduction of the oi l -water interfacial tension. A lso , 
it has been proposed to add viscosif iers such as polymeric th ickening 
agents to all or part of the injected water in order to increase the viscosity 
thereof, thus decreasing the mobil i ty ratio between the injected water and 
oil and improving the sweep eff iciency of the waterf lood. 
An object of the present chapter is to improve operat ions involving 
the use of ul trasound technique to improve oil recovery. There is provided 
a method for recovering oil f rom a subterranean format ion including 
injecting an aqueous composi t ion into said formation and displacing said oil 
toward one or more production wel ls ; subject ing the aqueous composi t ion 
to an ultrasonic signal to release oil f rom the format ion; and removing the 
aqueous composi t ion containing oil f rom said one or more production wells. 
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As shown in the figure 5 .1 , an ultrasonic source 115 is suspended by 
cable 110 within the borehole 105 of the waterf lood injection well 200 to 
release oil porous rock layers 130. 
200 
4 
!30 
Figure 5.1. Schematic of an apparatus 
The areas of the oil reservoir through which injected water or other 
injected fluids flow is referred to as being on the percolat ion path for fluid 
transport. Adjacent areas are referred to as being off the percolat ion path. 
Ultrasonic source 115 employs an acoust ic slow wave technique is to obtain 
motion of f luids not on the percolat ion path of mot ion achieved via static or 
quasi-stat ic fluid pressure gradients. Enhanced oil recovery by forcing 
heated water or s team through the rocks is secondary recovery. The fluid 
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f looding by heated water or s team opens percolat ion flow through the 
porous rocks along a l imited number of paths. Use of ul t rasound 
techniques with frequencies tai lored to oil densit ies and viscosit ies and rock 
pore sizes or particle s izes can excite acoust ic slow waves in the t rapped 
oi l . These slow wave excitat ions will induce an osci l latory motion in the 
pore f luids; both in situ water, o i l , and injected f luids. These osci l latory 
motions move these f luids, including oi l , f rom one pore to adjacent pores. 
If there is no percolat ion flow in the neighborhood, the osci l latory motions 
cancel on alternate ultrasonic wave half cycles and no net oil mot ion 
results. If, however, there is neighboring percolat ion flow then it acts to 
break the back and forth oil motion symmet ry by removing oil on the 
ultrasound cycles that push oil onto the percolat ion flow path. Thus the 
ultrasound induces continual oil migrat ion to percolat ion paths, where it 
can be recovered by the fluid flow along these percolat ion paths. This 
constitutes a method of tert iary recovery not current ly ut i l ized. This would 
be accompl ished by superposing the acoust ic slow wave frequency 
ultrasonic osci l lat ion on the pressure pulse of the water or s team forced 
into the rocks. The issues d iscussed below for feedback techniques for 
controll ing the osci l lat ion frequency also apply here. 
Ultrasound frequencies could be superposed on the fluid f lows used in 
tertiary oil recovery in several ways. One approach is to add an ultrasonic 
t ransducer ei ther within the water pump output pipe, or surrounding the 
water pump output pipe. Another approach is to suspend an ultrasonic 
probe within the pipe at the appropriate depth level where oil is to be 
recovered in the ground. 
Having in mind the main e lements of the present invent ion, and not 
wanting to be l imited to theory, the present invention is bel ieved to 
operate as fol lows: when a rock containing a pore f luid, be it in situ water, 
o i l , or injected f luid, is subject to a sound wave, the fluid and the rock will 
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oscil late in the direction of propagation of the sound wave. In genera l , the 
fluid and the porous rock respond at sl ightly different rates. In the limit of 
very low frequency the porous rock and the pore fluid will respond 
completely in phase, result ing in no net mot ion of the pore fluid with 
respect to the surrounding rock. As the frequency of the driving sound 
wave increases, the v iscous fluid motion lags sl ightly behind that of the 
approximately rigid sol id. This results in fluid motion through pores in the 
rock. As the f requency increases, the phase lag in relative motion between 
the rock and liquid also increases, at least up to a point. At a point cal led 
the acoustic slow wave point the motion of the solid and liquid will be 180 
degrees out of phase. At this point we have the max imum amount of 
motion of the pore fluid with respect to the porous rock. See figure 5.2 for 
an i l lustration of the oil motion near a waterf lood percolat ion flow path 
under the influence of an acoust ic slow wave. 
Figure 5.2. Motions of Oil or Pore Liquids 
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Thus, when exci ted at the slow wave f requency, on al ternate sound 
wave half cycles the max imum amount possible of pore fluid is moved f rom 
previously inaccessible pores adjacent to the percolat ion flow path into the 
flow path, where in can be carried away. On intervening sound wave half 
cycles fluid containing surfactants f rom the percolat ion flow path is injected 
into surrounding pores in the rock, thus increasing the size of the 
percolation flow domain . Thus, both ul trasound half cycles perform useful 
functions for secondary oil recovery: removing previously inaccessible oil 
f rom rock surrounding the percolat ion flow path, and enlarging the area of 
the oil reservoir accessible to surfactants and percolat ion flow. 
The first analysis of these different modes of fluid mot ion was carried 
out by Biot and has been a topic of cont inuing research. The acoust ic slow 
wave mode is also somet imes cal led the "compressional slow wave" or just 
the "slow wave" . These waves have been observed exper imental ly in a 
variety of porous sol ids, and are well ver i f ied. 
The frequency of the acoust ic slow wave mode, fc, in an infinite porous 
solid is given by 
(5.1) 
where 
ц is the fluid v iscosi ty, 
ф is the aggregate porosity, 
к is the reservoir permeabi l i ty , 
pf is the fluid density. 
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The rock porosity ф depends on the vo lume fraction of sol ids in the 
reservoir v ia : 
ф=1-(% 5/100) 
(5.2) 
where 
% S is the percent of sol ids in the rock, by vo lume. 
The rock porosity ф can be est imated f rom sonic logs using the 
Wyll ie relat ionship, f rom density logs, f rom neutron logs, or f rom resistivity 
logs via Archie 's formula. In addi t ion, porosity can be obtained directly 
from rock core samples removed f rom the area of the oil reservoir during 
dril l ing operat ions. The analysis of such well log and core data is well 
known to those skil led in the art. 
Simi lar ly , the reservoir permeabi l i ty can be est imated f rom well logs 
by techniques well known to those ski l led in the art. In addi t ion, reservoir 
permeabil i ty can be est imated directly f rom waterf looding pressure-water 
flow curves from a part icular reservoir. 
Thus, the magni tude of required acoust ic slow wave frequencies can 
be predicted directly f rom Equation 1 by using well log and other 
geophysical data, such as in situ oil densi ty and v iscosi ty, commonly 
avai lable for a given oil reservoir. 
To il lustrate that required slow wave f requencies are in physical ly 
accessible domains with ultrasonic equipment commerc ia l ly avai lable, we 
calculate acoust ic slow wave frequencies for several different sediment size 
ranges. In this analysis we make use of the Carmen-Kozeny equat ion, as 
discussed in Wi l l iams. This approximat ion has the advantage of being a 
physically plausible form suggested by physical a rguments , with a 
phenomenological ly determined prefactor: 
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к = Вфъ ISv\\-</>)2 (5.3) 
where В is a constant, and S v is the particle surface area per unit vo lume 
within the aggregate. S v will depend on the particle size and packing of the 
particles, and is inversely proport ional to particle d iameter. Severa l specif ic 
particle packings have been used to calculate both S v (for use in Equations 
(5.1)-(5.3)) and % S using information on the packings provided in 
Wi l l iams. For example , for cubic close packing of part ic les, the porosity 
^=0 .476 , and S v =n/D, where D is the particle d iameter . For body 
centered cubic packing the porosity ^ = 0 . 3 9 5 , and S v =2n/D. For face 
centered cubic packing the porosity ^ = 0 . 2 6 , and S v =4k./D. For random 
packing the porosity ^ = 0 . 6 3 , and S v =л/0. Thus, the parameter S v is 
related to sediment s ize. This information on S v , plus Equat ions (5.2)-(5.3) 
allow the compressional slow wave frequency to be est imated by Equation 
(5.1). This information on S v , plus Equat ions (5.2)-(5.3) al lows the 
compressional slow wave frequency to be est imated by Equation (5.1). This 
information on S v , plus Equations (5.1) and (5.3) allow the compressional 
slow wave frequency to be est imated by: 
Гс=т1^\\-Ф)2 }1{2т1Вф2р,) (5.4) 
Useful compressional slow wave f requency can be in the range 
between ± 1 5 % of the calculated or measured peak slow wave frequency. 
Using these results, it is possible to est imate the slow wave 
frequency as a function of percent sol ids, % S , (or equivalent ly , rock 
porosity (^ = 1 0 0 - % S ) and its dependence on sediment s ize. Actual ly , since 
in most reservoirs the particles have undergone metamorphos is that has 
resulted in grains being glued together, or in some cases such as 
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carbonates separate grains never ex is ted, it is better to think of these 
"part icle" sizes rather as typical pore s izes. 
It is, therefore, evident that there has been provided a method for 
improving oil recovery using ul trasound technique, in accordance with the 
present invent ion, that fully satisf ies the a ims and advantages hereinbefore 
set forth. While this invention has been descr ibed in conjunct ion with one 
embodiment thereof, it is evident that many al ternat ives, modif icat ions and 
variat ions will be apparent to those ski l led in the art. Accordingly, it is 
intended to embrace all such al ternat ives, modif icat ions and var iat ions as 
they fall within the spirit and broad scope of the appended c la ims. 
The chief difference between the e last ic-wave mobi l izat ion of residual 
oil and the other enhanced-recovery methods is in the means of del ivering 
the mobil iz ing energy. The tradit ional methods, which util ize hydraul ic 
paths to supply addit ional forcing to the trapped gangl ia , suffer f rom 
bypassing effects, in which the agents flow with water along preferential 
paths of least resistance, leaving hydro logically isolated oil pools 
untapped. In contrast, se ismic energy has no preferential path and reaches 
every point of the porous space. 
The percentage of mobi l ized oil will grow with larger 
ampl i tudes and lower f requencies. 
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Chapter VI 
S o m e Field App l i c a t i ons 
Pizarro and Trevisan presented data f rom a low frequency electrical 
heating field test at the Rio Panan field in Brazi l . Production increased from 
1.2 Bbls /day to 10 Bbls /day after 70 days of applying an average power of 
30kW across neighbouring producing wells (328 feet apart) in a reservoir 
with rather v iscous oil (2500 cp at reservoir condit ions). 
Cumilative oil production 
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P r o d u c t i o n rate a f ter t h e a p p l i c a t i o n of e lect r i ca l hea t ing at 
the Rio P a n a n f ie ld in Braz i l 
The electrical heating of a reservoir format ion was used to enhance 
oil production as early as 1969, when an exper iment in Little T o m , Tex . , 
was successful . The production of four wells had increased f rom 1 bbl /d 
(0.16 m.sup.3 /d) to an impressive average of 20 bbl /d (3.18 m.sup.3 /d ) 
for the exper iment. The method subsequent ly attracted the attention of an 
increasing number of invest igators and engineers, and their field tests were 
reported within a few years. 
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Cumilative oil production in Little Tom 
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P r o d u c t i o n rate a f ter t h e app l i ca t i on of e lec t r i ca l hea t ing at 
the Litt le T o m in T e x a s 
Kasevich et a l . performed a laboratory study of RF heat ing, in which 
low permeabil i ty diatomite samples filled in a 55 gallon drum were heated 
with an electric monopole. After 49 minutes of heating with a 400 watts 
and 50.55 MHz source, the temperature rose by 125C. 
Subsequent ly a field test was carr ied out at the North Midway f ield. 
The test well was located where the diatomite interval was relat ively 
homogeneous, start ing at 500 feet. A mobi le RF heating sys tem was 
assembled around a 25 kW, 13.56 MHz generator. The RF appl icator was 
25 lengths and placed at a depth of 620 feet, enclosed in a 250 feet RF 
transparent g lass /epoxy composi te liner. Borehole temperature measured 
at 605 feet depth, rose to approximately 220°F (approximately 130°F 
above formation temperature of 90°F) after 40 hours of RF heat ing. 
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Temperature distribution at the Noth Midway field 
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T e m p e r a t u r e d i s t r ibu t ion a f ter 4 0 h o u r s app l i ca t i on o f RF 
hea t ing at N o r t h M i d w a y f ie ld 
Radio f requency field tests carr ied out in the oil shale of U t a h l 3 
showed a good heating potential . A RF power source a 40 kW radio 
transmit ter was used at a f requency of 13.56 MHz. The RF power levels 
were kept in the range of 5 kW to 20 kW and temperatures were recorded 
in the range of 340°C - 400°C. Two radio f requency field tests in tar sands 
of U t a h l 3 were carr ied out in 1981 . RF power input to the tar sand test 
volume varied between 40 and 75 kW and average temperatures of about 
120°C-200°C were achieved for the two exper iments. 
Davison presented field test results of e lectromagnet ic st imulat ion of 
Llyodminster Heavy Oil Reservoir (~11.4 API) . Though product ion response 
to electrical heating was observed, casing insulation failure led to early 
terminat ion of the test. 
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Chapter VI 
S u m m a r y and Conc l u s i on s 
It was modeled pre-heat ing a reservoir with thin sands separated by 
shale layers with two horizontal e lectrodes, operat ing at 300V and 60 Hz (2 
Phase AC) . Low frequency Ohmic Heating is a near wel l -bore effect, with 
temperatures increasing by 300°F near the two electrodes for the example 
reservoir. The temperature and pressure increase occur not only in the 
vicinity of the wel l , but also between the wel ls, depending on the paths of 
the electrical potential between the wel l . At a distance of 100 feet f rom the 
wel l , the temperature increase after 6 month of pre-heat ing is about 75°F. 
Following s team injection after pre-heat ing provides a uniform distr ibution 
of heat in the reservoir. 
Simulat ions show that electrical pre-heat ing signif icantly accelerated 
early production and resulted in better cumulat ive oil production compared 
to the non pre-heated case for the durat ion of the s imulat ions. 
It was also performed simulat ions which show that high 
frequency microwave heating may be used for st imulat ing oil production in 
moderately v iscous, low permeabi l i ty reservoirs. 
The microwave source could be located in a well close to the 
producer (~ 30 feet) and operate at a f requency close to 1 GHz. 
Simulat ions show that a 60 kW microwave source could increase formation 
temperatures by 300°F near the source within a year of heat ing. This 
results in an 8 0 % increase in cumulat ive oil production over pr imary 
production when two 60 kW microwave sources are placed in the format ion 
over a period of 10 years. 
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The different var iat ions of e lectromagnet ic heat ing: microwave 
frequency, radio f requency and ohmic heat ing, may be appl ied, depending 
on reservoir and fluid propert ies. 
The energy input for each well depends on the oil f low and the set 
temperature in the bottom zone. This means that for a part icular electrode 
(casing) temperature, which depends on the equipment , the power input 
depends on the cooling effect of the oil produced. The greater the oil 
product ion, the greater the energy input possible because the increased 
heat at the well area is drained away by the oil produced. If no oil is 
produced, the heat flow into the format ion f rom the well would take place 
by heat conduct ion only. 
Electrical conductivi ty increases with increasing water saturat ion, and 
for oil sands may be proport ional to approximately the square of the 
saturat ion. Low frequency (~ 60 Hz) electric resist ive heating could be 
achieved by applying a potential difference across two electrodes at tached 
to two producing wells in the format ion. The electr ic circuit is completed 
through the format ion, with the in-situ water providing the conduct iv i ty. 
However, electric resist ive or ohmic heating is reduced where there is little 
water content or if the water is heated above its boil ing point to form 
s team. In such cases, higher f requency electromagnet ic waves can 
propagate for much larger d is tances, and heat regions relatively far f rom 
the electrode. A region devoid of water near a severely overheated 
electrode, presents a very large resistance at 50-60 Hz while it is easi ly 
permits propagation of a high f requency electromagnet ic wave. 
Another major considerat ion in Electromagnet ic Heating is wellbore 
power t ransmission and associated power losses. In addit ion to heating the 
format ion, the electric current produces heat in the wel lbore del ivery 
sys tem. To improve the eff iciency of Electromagnet ic Heat ing, it is 
necessary to keep the power dissipated in the wel lbore del ivery sys tem to 
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a smal l fraction of the power dissipated in the format ion. It is the 
disadvantage of the resist ive heating method. 
Stroemich et a l . have shown that for many common wel l -bore 
casings, current levels as low as 100 A rms cause non- l inear magnet izat ion 
of the wel l -bore steel . This in turn causes hyster ics power losses in the 
casing and leads to impedances that are much greater than those observed 
at low current levels. A good understanding of the electrical propert ies of 
insulating mater ials and their degradat ion under temperature, pressure and 
fluids must be known so that current leakage through the electr ical 
insulation may be assessed and max imum al lowable wel l -bore and 
electrode temperatures may be set. Such precaut ions would help in 
minimizing the risks of e lectromagnet ic heating field tests. 
Hence, we can understand that the second method is much more 
effective then resist ive heating method, because of the fol lowing 
disadvantages of the resist ive method: Power losses due to casing and rock 
heat ing; the power dissipated in low frequency electromagnet ic method is 
spent not only for heating l iquids in format ion but also for heating rock and 
casing as wel l . But in high f requency electromagnet ic heating method only 
liquid is heated. Because high frequency waves does not heat crystal 
(solid) i tems as friction of their molecules is not possible in this event. 
My invention in e lectromagnet ic heating method is to use this high 
frequency electromagnet ic heating method in t ransportat ion of crude oil 
through pipel ine. Well designed high f requency electromagnet ic heating 
system could be instal led around the pipel ine. Running (f lowing) oil 
through the pipeline will be heated by the high f requency waves. These 
waves heat only the fluid in the pipel ine, but not the pipeline itself. That is 
why there is no power loss because of no-pipe (iron) heat ing. Reduct ion of 
power loss will reduce our expenses in power. 
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Furthermore as temperature of oil increases, v iscosi ty of oil 
decreases. Thus, it gets easier to pump oil through the pipel ine. Because of 
low viscosity of o i l , it needs less pressure to pump crude oil through the 
pipeline from one dest inat ion to another dest inat ion. Therefore, economic 
efficiency of oil t ransportat ion increases by p o w e r s a v i n g in heating 
process and d e c r e a s e of r e q u i r e d p r e s s u r e fo r oi l p u m p i n g process, 
using less pressure. 
In order to better understand importance and eff iciency of this 
method in oil t ransportat ion BTC pipeline could be ment ioned as an 
example. 
The start of BTC pipeline is at the Sangachal terminal near to Baku 
that receives all the oil f rom A C G offshore oilf ields. The temperature at the 
receiving terminal will be 30° C, al lowing the oil f low freely, al though it will 
gradual ly lose heat. In the mounta ins, especial ly in the winter, ambient 
temperatures of -40° С and ground temperatures of -5° С are l ikely to 
result in an increase in v iscosi ty. Bes ides, the oil has a high wax content of 
8 % to 1 4 % by vo lume that in low temperature will easi ly deposit . 
Deposited wax inside the pipeline will narrow the pipe and consequent ly 
impede the flow of the oi l . To use such kind of heating equipment could be 
a good solution to both these problems: the viscosi ty of oil could decrease 
and deposit ion of wax could be prevented, thus we could keep oil in such 
condit ion that we could freely t ransport oil without having any obstacle 
(deposited wax) in the pipeline and using less power for pumping process. 
Hence we could increase economic efficiency of oil t ransportat ion by 
decreasing transportat ion fee with low pressure pumping. 
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